About SMOS
What?

Innovative

SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity)
is one of ESA’s Earth Explorers dedicated to
capturing ‘brightness temperature’ images
of Earth’s surface

SMOS carries the first spaceborne microwave interferometric
radiometer (MIRAS) to measure Earth’s surface radiation at 1.4 GHz

When?
Launched 2 November 2009, initially
designed as a five-year mission, it is still
delivering key information to advance
science and data used in various practical
applications, such as weather forecasting

Applications?
It is the first mission to provide global
observations of the temporal and spatial
variability in soil moisture and sea surface
salinity, which are driven by the continuous
exchange in Earth's water cycle between
the oceans, atmosphere and land

What’s next?
Going way beyond its original scientific aim of
delivering critical information to understand Earth’s
water cycle, SMOS continues to demonstrate
its suitability for new uses. Some examples include:

Benefits?
These key geophysical parameters—soil moisture
for understanding hydrometeorological processes and salinity
for understanding of ocean circulation—are both vital for
climate change studies. Its images are used to derive global
maps of soil moisture and sea surface salinity every three
days, at a spatial resolution of about 50 km

providing information to measure thin ice floating
in the polar seas accurately enough for forecasting
and ship routing
measurements of severe winds over oceans
to support tropical cyclone monitoring
and forecasting
measuring the solar flux to support space weather
applications and solar science studies

Data and Users
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Since the beginning of the SMOS mission,
around 24.2 million products have been downloaded
from ESA’s SMOS dissemination service, by more than
1700 active users, for a total volume of 920 TB of data

Where?
Data Access

https://smos-diss.eo.esa.int/oads/access

The PROTEUS spacecraft platform SMOS utilises
was designed and built by CNES and Alcatel Alenia
Space, while the MIRAS instrument was designed
and built by a consortium of 20 European companies,
led by EADS-Casa Espacio (now Airbus)

